
Deshaan 

Temples of Dres 

 Temples in Deshaan Region are simple, egalitarian, and harsh in design made of simple 

to make and maintain materials, with the outside shape in step with the overall design of canton’s 

hexagonal shape.  

 In the center of the temple, around the main pillar holding up the stone roof, is the 

holding places of ancestor’s urn. Around the pillar, little alcoves, in repeating, uniform pattern, 

surround the pillar and within each alcove lies an urn of someone long. If needed a priest could 

place donated items and the like in their respective alcove via levitation and telekinesis (however 

more grounded Dres (i.e. anyone outside Dres Tyr and Dres Horak) use a ladder as wasting 

magicka is seen as vain. 

 On the side where the sun rises, shrines to the three are set-up. This represents the 

moment of Three Good Daedra showed them the way, giving the chimer people their new dawn. 

And opposite of the three, where the sun sets, is the Realization of the Three, Almsivi, Sotha Sil, 

and Vivec, each opposite of the Three Good Daedra that have Realized. 

 Flanking these Shrines are windows made stained glass made of saltrice extract. So when 

morning arrives, windows representing the Three Good Daedra light up the temple and during 

sunset, the Statues of the Realization light up the temple. The shrines to local saint are spaced in-

between different 

 Usually off to the side is a cellar entrance to the priest quarters, where priests who take 

care of the Temple usually rest. Outside of the two major cities of Dres Tyr and Dres Horak, the 

quarters are sparse and usually filled with books, old scrolls of yester-year, and places to store 

food and grains. The rooms are usually only light by candles and lanterns.  

 In the major port cities, the temples are different. The priests have their own separate 

quarters on the second level, where the quality of living is better and more relax than the inner 

Dres Strongholds/Cantons. In the temples it is more extravagant and elegant with the shrines 

matching the likes of the Mournhold, showing all the foreigners and outsiders, that yes, the Dres 

can the wealth and prestige of the other Great Houses. 

 

 

 

 


